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ABSTRACT
The simplest method based on least-significant-bit (LSB) substitution
embeds important data in the least significant bits of the cover image.
The LSB method introduces a small distortion in the cover image.
Many data hiding techniques are focused usually to reduce the
distortion in the cover image when sensitive data is embedded into
the same. However, post processing of stego-image or its
transmission may cause serious errors in the information being
carried by stego-image. The receiver cannot extract the correct
information from the stego-image having any such type of distortion.
To overcome these problems, a new method is proposed for crypto
data hiding within grey scale image in the spatial domain so that the
interceptor will not notice about the existence of the important data.
The basic concept of the proposed method is to embed the important
crypto data in the 4th moderately-significant-bit of pixel of an image.
The first 3 LSB bits of image pixel are used for local pixel
adjustment to reduce the effect of degradation in the cover image.
Experiments are performed on four different images of same size and
the results show that the visual quality of the stego image is
acceptable. This method provides a higher security as well as
robustness to the attacks including compression, cropping, etc. as
compared to LSB substitution method.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The popularity of the internet and advancement of computer
hardware offers a better communication between sender and receiver
for transmission of large amount of data via network. However, it
also increases the risk of illegal access and unauthorized tampering
with contents of information while transmitting the secret data. To
safely transmit the important data through the Internet networks,
some mechanisms must be provided to guard important data against
illegal interception [1]. In order to keep the attackers away, a variety
of techniques have been proposed. One of the most famous methods
is data encryption [2, 3], which uses a certain algorithm to transform
data into cipher texts. Only the user that has keys can decrypt the
secret data from the cipher texts. For any grabber who does not have
a key, the cipher texts will look like nothing but streams of
meaningless codes. Although data encryption is a good way to
prevent attackers and hackers from accessing secret data, it still has
some weaknesses [4]. The goal is to make the embedded data
invisible to the attackers and hackers under the cover image, i.e., to
make the stego image, after processing, as similar as possible to the
original cover image [5]. Steganography is an art and science of data
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hiding and invisible communication. A very simple and efficient
method based on Least-significant-bit (LSB) substitution is to hide
the important data bit in the pixel of the host image. Though
embedding data in LSB position introduces small distortion to the
host image yet embedded data is more easily lost when the stego
image is used for various purposes at a later stage [6]. Many articles
[7, 8] have addressed approaches related to LSB substitution. For
storing the stego image into memory and save the memory space and
increase the transmission rate, some software discards the LSB i.e
image become 7 bits per pixel instead of 8 bits. Storing data in the
LSB is, therefore, less safe. In this paper, steganography is combined
with cryptography to provide additional layer of security for the
important data. Here, we describe the method in which crypto-data is
embedded at moderate-significant-bit (4th LSB) position of the host
image, an approach seldom seen in the literature [5]. In this method,
if any pixel value gets changed on account of embedding crypto-data
bit, adjustment at lower bit positions ensures minimum change in
pixel value. Thus, the existence of important information in the cover
image is difficult to detect.

2. PROPOSED METHOD
The post processing (compression, cropping etc.) of stego image
obtained using least significant-bit of cover image may result in loss
of embedded secret data. To provide additional layer of security,
secret data is enciphered using flexible matrix [9]. A method is
proposed here to embed important secret data in the moderate
significant bit position of the cover image. One bit of cipher message
inserted in the 4th LSB of pixel of cover image. To lower the
degradation of image quality, we add post pixel adjustment to
increase the visual quality of stego image. Let Z (i, j) be the pixel of
cover image. If secret data bit equal to the 4th LSB, then no pixel
adjustment is required. If secret data bit is not equal to the 4th LSB,
then modify the pixel by complementing Z (i, 1 to 3). The advantages
of the proposed method are (a) Attacks on stego-image are very less.
(2) The quality of the cover image does not get affected appreciably.
The experimental results are given to reveal the advantages of the
proposed method. The procedure used for post pixel adjustment of
selected pixel is summarized below:
(a) If the embedded crypto-data bit equal to the 4th LSB of pixel of
cover image then no pixel adjustment is required and go to next pixel.
(b) If the embedded crypto-data bit is one as well as not equal to the
4th LSB of pixel of cover image, then modify the pixel by Z(i, 1 to 3)
= 0.
(c) If the embedded crypto-data bit is zero as well as not equal to the
4th LSB of pixel of cover image, then modify the pixel by Z (i, 1 to
3) = 1.
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2.1 Proposed Algorithm
Message Ciphering & Embedding Module
Step-1: Commencing with first character, read secret message
character-wise from saved text file.
Step-2: Encrypt each character into eight crypto-bits using Flexible
Matrix [9].
Step-3: Repeat step 2 for all characters of the saved text file to obtain
a series of crypto-bits.
Step-4: Read each pixel of the cover image commencing with first
pixel Z(i, j) where i=1 : 256 and j= 1: 256.
Step-5: Convert each pixel into equivalent eight-bit binary number.
Step-6: Embed one cipher-bit of message into the 4th LSB of pixel of
cover image.
Step-7: Repeat step 5 to 6 until all the cipher message bits are
embedded into the cover image.

Post Pixel Adjustment
(a) If the encrypted embedded data bit equal to the 4th LSB of pixel
of cover image then no pixel adjustment is required and go to next
pixel.
(b) If the encrypted embedded data bit is one, not equal to the 4th
LSB of pixel of cover image then modify the pixel by Z(i, 1 to 3) = 0.
(c) If the encrypted embedded data bit is zero, not equal to the 4th
LSB of pixel of cover image then modify the pixel by Z (i, 1 to 3) =
1.

Message Extraction & Decryption Module
Step-1: Read pixel of the stego-image starting from first pixel.
Step-2: Convert each pixel value into equivalent binary number.
Step-3: Extract crypto-bit from 4th LSB of pixel of cover image
commencing with first pixel Z(i, j) where i=1 : 256 and j= 1: 256.

images tested in our experiment are all 8-bit images with 256 gray
levels shown in Figure 1(a). Simulation results are performed by
embedding the cipher message information 500 bytes, inside the
different cover images. In the proposed method, the first step to
encipher the important data using flexible matrix [9] and encrypted
data embedded at 4th LSB position in the given pixel of cover image.
Similarly, the results are obtained with and without pixel adjustment
using same method shown in Figure 1(b) & (c). In order to evaluate
the proposed method for enciphering the information using flexible
matrix [9], the effects of distortions are evaluated using Image
Quality Measures (IQM) [10]. The effectiveness of the proposed
method is evaluated by applying it to four different types of standard
test-bench images of the same size (Lena, Mandril, Goldhil and
Cameraman) for achieving insertion of 500 bytes of message using
4th LSB position in the pixel of the cover image. Table-1 shows the
values of MSE, PSNR, Entropy and Correlation for insertion of 500
bytes of crypto-data at 4th LSB position in the pixel of cover image
with and without pixel adjustment. We can compress the stego image
upto 30% without loss of embedded data. In the proposed method,
visual quality of the cover image does not get affected appreciably
after embedding crypto-data into moderate significant bit of the pixel
in the cover image.

4. CONCLUSION
The major goal of data hiding is to embed skillfully important data in
the cover image so that the interceptors will not notice the existence
of the data. It is not like the goal of data encryption, which restricts
the regular access to the embedded data, and also dissimilar to the
goal of watermarking, which stresses on the survival of the embedded
data after image operation. In this paper, we propose a new type of
crypto-data hiding method with some distortion tolerance in moderate
significant bit. Moderate significant bit replacement is seldom used in
data hiding, since there will be degradation of image quality.
However, the proposed method embeds crypto-data efficiently at the
position of moderate significant bit of the cover image with and
without local pixel adjustment. Post pixel adjustment lowers the
degradation of stego-image that looks similar to the original host
image. The data hiding and extraction processes are simple. For data
extraction, the original cover image is not required. Furthermore, no
other extra information is needed for data extraction process.
Experimental results indicate that the proposed method produces
good quality stego-images.

Step-4: Go to next pixel and repeat steps from 2 to 3.
Step-5: Repeat steps 2 to 4 until all the crypto-bits of the secret
message are extracted.
Step-6: Decrypt every 8 crypto-bits into character using Flexible
Matrix.
Step-7: Repeat step-6 for all the remaining crypto-bits to obtain
characters.
Step-8: Save all characters in the form of text file.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental results of the proposed method are presented and
discussed in this section. The program was written in MATLAB 7,
and executed on a personal computer (PC). Figure 1 shows cover and
stego-images with and without pixel adjustment used in Table-1. The
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(a) Cover-images used in Table-1
5.
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Fig.1 Cover and Stego images with and without
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